Made in Germany

Electric micro-mobility requires little space and conserves resources. Experience
the change and feel the new freedom. Become part of the #missionmoover.

Easy and foldable. Ideal for taking it anywhere easily. To the office, cinema
or shopping.
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All of us want to get to work and arrive back home relaxed. However, the reality in
urban traffic is different: Traffic jams. Gridlock. Stress. We need a solution to get to
the station comfortably and sustainably or to manage those last kilometres to the
office. An antidote for the dreaded rush hour. The Metz moover is ideal for getting
around town on short journeys, quickly and safely. Just push twice, then the electric motor can be switched on by the hand pedal – and the kilometres will melt
away in front of you.

Mobility can be so small.
(100 / 117) cm; adjustable handlebar height

Experience the revolution
in urban traffic.
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Metz: Mobility
Made in Germany
Our philosophy is simple and consistent:
„Made in Germany“. Out of tradition. Out
of conviction. Out of responsibility. Our
Metz moover is street legal, safe and
fun is guaranteed!
That you can rely 100% on it is the
result of our uncompromising pursuit
of quality. Metz makes you mobile.

Weight: moover: ca. 16 kg
moover PLUS: ca. 17 kg

Safe
Approved for road in many
European countries*
Maximum speed 20 km/h
Unique moover PLUS modes: ECO,
SPORT, and POWER
Ride without the obligation of wearing
a helmet*
From 14 years up*
Maximum load incl. driver and
cargo load: moover: 110 kg,
moover PLUS: 130 kg

Flexible
 he latest trend in e-mobility
T
Light and compact to take everywhere, also in the boot of the car

Perfect for
Commuters
People who live in cities
Mobile home owners, caravan owners
All those who want to cover short distances quickly, safely and comfortably

Approved for
road*

Tires (Mitas)

with higher payload up
to 130 kg

Motor: 500 W
peak power

up to 25 km
range**

reduced loading and reaction times

High quality disc brakes
Reflector

License plate holder
made of aluminium

Motor

2nd generation

(Mandatory!)

nut-brown-coloured
(except black version)

For further information visit: www.metz-moover.de/en

Maximum speed
20 km/h

Firmware update

Running board

* Germany: requires insurance
** depending on driver‘s weight and driving conditions

Approved for
cycle paths*

Love at first kick!
Convincing design. The Metz moover/PLUS is available in three different colours:

Black

Red

Grey

White

Slick. Strong. Black: the
Metz moover in classical
design.

Silver-grey: the Metz
moover in understated
Elegance

Striking: the Metz moover
in eye-catching colour.

Fresh:
the Metz moover
in bright shining white.

For further information visit: www.metz-moover.de/en
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